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APPENDIX VIII


TRANSPORTATION


Checklist


Strive to reduce energy consumption and related GHG emissions resulting from event-related transportation.


If the meeting cannot be held virtually (see p. 8 for examples of how to make your event virtual and avoid


travel altogether), consider the following measures to reduce your carbon footprint:


Choose a venue and accommodations close to public transit


Facilitate sustainable transportation options for participants to/from the airport, train station, etc.


Emphasize public transit, shuttle or other sustainable options in registration packages and introductory


sessions during meetings


Where feasible, provide complementary public transit passes


Promote walking and cycling; provide secure storage for bicycles


Provide information and maps of paths and cycle and transit routes to the event; email details in advance,


include in participants’ packs, display at the venue


Request shuttle / rental vehicles that are hybrid, use alternative fuel or are fuel efficient


Implement a no-idling policy for all meeting vehicles; ask drivers not to idle vehicles while waiting for


delegates


Include a contract clause that states the transportation providers will comply with your environmental


requests


Facilitate ride-sharing options for participants


Provide shuttle services for participants in place of individual transportation options


Select meeting start and finish times that allow participants to travel easily using public transport


Offset GHG emissions from meeting-related transportation and travel; provide options for participants to


offset their own travel emissions


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�
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APPENDIX VI


LOGISTICS


Communications


Purchasing, Waste Management and Energy Conservation Checklist


Checklist


�


�


Facilitate participation through teleconference where possible


Encourage meeting participants to take notes electronically


Use electronic systems for registration, confirmations and check-in


Provide meeting materials digitally, for example, using internet sites, email, USB memory sticks and CDs


Where hard copies are necessary, print double-sided, use post-consumer recycled, chlorine-free, acid-


free and sustainably certified (e.g. FSC) paper; use vegetable-based, non-toxic inks


Limit the use of paper that is difficult to recycle, such as glossy paper, goldenrod and florescent paper;


minimize the use of colour copies


Use non-toxic markers and reusable dry-mark erasable boards, overheads and slides instead of paper flip


charts; if available use computerized Smart Boards that link what is printed directly to a laptop


Offer on-site IT services (such as computer stations and USB ports) where people can copy information


to memory sticks


Pens should be provided only upon request and should be made of a high content recycled material and


be refillable


Ensure documents and document covers are recyclable


Choose environmentally responsible printing companies which do not use environmentally persistent


chemicals and promote responsible practices


Source goods and services which are environmentally, ethically and socially responsible


Ensure that a comprehensive recycling program is in place, including waste reduction initiatives which


minimize meeting materials, reduce packaging, and promote renting rather than purchasing; waste reuse


initiatives; and a highly visible waste collection system (there should be numerous well-located bins for


separated waste with clear signs and instructions)


Reuse plastic name tag holders/lanyards and provide a designated area for participants to return


material that can be re-used


Minimize use of decorative elements


Ensure that energy reduction practices are followed by turning off lights and heating/cooling systems


when not needed


Request the facility manager to set the thermostat in the venue to a minimal, but comfortable


temperature to decrease energy consumption


Request that all banners or place cards are reusable and made from recycled content


Create a no waste policy that places the responsibility of disposing any garbage on the suppliers or


vendors


Ensure tracking systems are in place if you wish to collect information on your meetings’ energy use or


types and volumes of waste recovered from your meeting


�


�
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APPENDIX V-A


VENUE AND ACCOMMODATIONS


Vendor Questionnaire


[Organization name] is planning a conference / meeting to take place [date, year] for [number of]


participants. With an ongoing goal to be as sustainable as possible, our organization seeks to work with


venues that adhere to high environmental standards and promote sustainable practices on a daily basis.


Please complete the following questionnaire to assist us in our selection process. Please provide back up


and supporting documentation wherever possible (e.g. a copy of your sustainability policy).


1) Do you have a sustainability or environmental policy and / or program in place?


2) Do you have a sustainable purchasing policy and / or program?


3) Do you have a sustainability communication program for your staff and guests informing them of the


sustainability aspects of your venue and do you encourage staff and guests to participate in your


environmental efforts?


4) Are your staff trained on your sustainability program and related duties? Please describe how and how


often this training occurs (e.g. staff are trained on the recycling system, and to shut blinds, turn off


lights, and turn down the heat/air conditioning wen guest rooms and meeting rooms are vacant).


5) Has the building been certified as a green building, e.g. is it LEED or BOMA BESt certified? If not, what


green building features have you incorporated into the facility?


6) Have the venue operations been certified by Green Key, Green Leaf, or other environmental certification


system?


7) Can you help us quantify our environmental impacts by providing measurements of our energy


consumption, waste generation and diversion, and other areas?


8) Does your facility have an energy efficiency program? Does that include turning off lighting and air


conditioning when meeting, guest rooms and washrooms are not in use? Is it possible to regulate the


temperature within the building? Is the building designed to maximize use of daylight (rooms and coffee,


lunch and exhibition areas)? Is the building supplied with green energy? Please provide details.
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9) Do you have a waste reduction program in place, including a comprehensive recycling collection system


both in meeting and guest rooms? (For example, all waste produced at the venue / facility is separated


(e.g. paper, plastic, metal, glass, organic, etc.) at source and well-marked bins are provided in


participant, guest, and staff areas.) Do your guest rooms have dispensers for soaps, shampoos and


lotions; do you donate un-used portions of amenities to charity? Do you only deliver newspapers to guest


rooms if requested and not wrapped in plastic bags?


10) Do you have measures in place to reuse waste and surplus items, e.g. donating used linen, old


furnishings / equipment or usable leftover food to charitable organizations?


11) For food and beverage, can you provide organic, local, seasonal, fair trade, vegetarian, sustainable


seafood, nutritious content meals / options? Do you use bulk dispensers or reusable containers for


beverages, food and condiments? Do you use reusable cutlery, dishware and linens?


12) Is there access to your facility by public transit or a hotel shuttle service from the airport and back from


the downtown core? Does the venue have good access (ideally within walking distance) to the main


public transport connections and town centre? Please provide details.


13) If you have a vehicle fleet or van, are they low emission or alternatively powered vehicles?


14) Do you have a water conservation program, including towel and linen reuse, low-flow fixtures and


irrigation free landscaping? Please describe.


15) Do you minimize the use of harmful chemicals in cleaning and washing? Please elaborate on your laundry


program and your eco-cleaning approach.


16) Do you have paperless office procedures (e.g. computerized contracting, confirmation, check-in


procedures, etc.)?


17) Is your venue accessible to people with disabilities? Please describe accessibility features.





		TextField1: 
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A GLOSSARY OF “GREEN” TERMS RELATED TO MEETINGS


(Source: Meetgreen)


:


The following is a list of definitions of some of the words found in this guide to sustainable meeting.


Capable of being broken down by natural processes, such as bacterial action.


: A Canadian environmental certification program for commercial buildings sponsored by the


Building Owners and Managers Association of Canada. BESt stands for Building Environmental Standards.


: A measure of the impact human activities have on the environment in terms of the


amount of greenhouse gases produced, measured in units of carbon dioxide.


: A way of counteracting the carbon emitted when the use of fossil fuel causes greenhouse


gas emissions. Offsets commonly involve renewable energy, tree planting and energy efficient projects.


: A mixture of humus-rich, decomposed vegetable matter, used as a fertilizer or soil enrichment.


: The system of relationships between organisms and their environments.


: Practices and strategies that are designed to minimize the amount of energy


and water used.


: Transportation options that minimize environmental impact


such as mass public transportation (subway, electric/hybrid/biodiesel buses) and alternative fuel vehicles,


such as bio-diesel, electricity and hybrid technology.


: Small farmers are paid a fair market price that enables them to improve their standard of living.


: A meeting that incorporates environmental considerations throughout all stages of the


meeting to minimize the negative impact on the environment.


: A combination of gases that contribute to the greenhouse effect by absorbing


solar radiation. These gases include, but are not limited to, carbon dioxide, ozone, methane, and


chlorofluorocarbons.


: Vehicle that uses a combination of two engine types. Cars are most commonly gasoline-


electric hybrids.


: The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating System® is a


voluntary, third-party certification program and an internationally accepted benchmark for the design,


construction and operation of high performance green buildings.


: Grown without chemicals that can harm the land, water or human health. Organic food


certification can be through an independent organization or government program.


: An end product that has completed its life cycle as a consumer item and would


be disposed of as solid waste. Post-consumer materials include recyclables collected in commercial and


residential recycling programs, such as office paper, cardboard, aluminium cans, plastics and metals.


Biodegradable


BOMA BESt


Carbon footprint


Carbon offset


Compost


Ecology


Energy/water conservation


Environmentally-responsible transportation


Fair Trade


Green meeting


Greenhouse gas (GHG)


Hybrid vehicle


LEED


Organic foods


Post-consumer material
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Post-consumer waste (PCW)


Recycled paper


Recycling


Sustainability


Vegan


Vegetarian


: Recycled material collected after people have tossed it in the blue bin.


Office recycling programs and household recycling programs are the main sources of post-consumer waste.


: Uncoated paper with at least 30% post-consumer waste (PCW) and coated paper with at


least 10% post-consumer waste can be called “recycled” paper. Most green organizations are targeting the


use of 100% PCW copy paper.


: The process of reusing waste materials by reprocessing them into new products, which then are


resold.


: Meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to


meet their own needs (as defined by the Brundtland Commission, 1987).


: Lifestyle choice which excludes the consumption and use of animal flesh and by-products.


: Dietary choice which excludes the consumption of animal flesh or by-products, but may include


eggs and dairy.












APPENDIX II


THE CO-OPERATORS GROUP OF COMPANIES


SUSTAINABLE PURCHASING POLICY


The Co-operators is committed to conducting its business in accordance with its Sustainability Policy. We


recognize we have impact and influence upstream and downstream of our operations. To that end, our


Sustainable Purchasing Policy guides the Sustainable Purchasing Programs developed to inform our buying


decisions and signal our priorities to the marketplace, both through Claims and Corporate Purchasing.


In order to reduce our environmental footprint and become a catalyst for sustainability, The Co-operators


seeks to do business with organizations that share our values and are similarly committed to reducing


greenhouse gas emissions.


The Co-operators will:


Make purchasing decisions based on a balance between economic, social and environmental factors by


ensuring that social and environmental criteria related to product and service attributes and supplier


operations are regularly included in the evaluation of supplier bids and proposals


Seek to reduce the negative and enhance the positive environmental and social impacts of our spending


Seek to source from suppliers that are making a positive difference to society, including fair trade, co-


operative, social enterprise and other social purpose businesses


Use eco-labels and other recognized sustainability certifications to define preferred or mandatory criteria


related to particular products and services


Encourage suppliers to have a written sustainability policy, supply more environmentally-preferred and


socially responsible products and services, and manage their operations in ways that foster sustainability


Maintain minimum performance standards for our suppliers through our Code of Conduct and work with


those who are out of compliance to help them improve sustainability performance. Only as a last resort


will we end supplier relationships that are not aligned with our values, preferring an approach


characterized by engagement and continuous improvement.


Provide guidance and training to encourage staff involved in purchasing to adopt more sustainable


practices to reduce costs and the negative environmental and social impact of goods and services we


buy, while enhancing the positive sustainability impacts


Measure, monitor and report on both internal and supplier compliance with the Sustainable Purchasing


Program


Work with stakeholders to share experiences and adopt best practice


Communicate this Policy to our stakeholders and work towards full implementation


Commit to a process of continuous improvement, regular review and ongoing upgrading of the


Sustainable Purchasing Program


The Co-operators Corporate Sustainable Purchasing Program is co-ordinated by the Manager of


Sustainability and Corporate Citizenship through the Sustainable Purchasing Committee which reports to


The Co-operators Sustainability Steering Committee.


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�


�
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APPENDIX VII


FOOD AND BEVERAGE


Checklist


� Confirm number of event participants to eliminate food waste


Arrange bulk food services of condiments, beverages, snacks


Order reusable linens, cutlery and dishes; use cloth napkins or if necessary compostable napkins


Avoid unnecessary disposable items (e.g. coffee stir sticks or straws)


If disposable items are unavoidable choose biodegradable / compostable products


Request local, organic and seasonal foods


Use Fair Trade, shade grown organic products such as coffee, tea, chocolate and cocoa


Avoid using garnishes or use only edible garnishes


If possible, enable delegates to pre-select menus (or even personalized meal portions) to reduce waste


Offer vegetarian and vegan meals or options, as well as local beverages (mineral water, wines or beer,


particularly those with established environmental programs)


Minimise the quantity of meat products offered as the production of meat produces more GHG emissions


than non-meat products


Ensure meals and snacks are healthy and nutritious (e.g. fruits, vegetables, grains, and low-sugar, low


sodium, trans-fat-free and unprocessed)


Use drinking water from the tap when possible in refillable jugs


Seafood should be certified as sustainably sourced


Procure food products with minimal package and ensure that any packaging is recyclable


Give preference to reusable ceramic or cork/wood coasters over disposable paper coasters


Choose minimalist centrepieces and decorations that can be reused or used as prizes; encourage


participants to take the items with them, eliminating waste


Request that any other design features or décor items use materials that are both recycled and


recyclable


Ensure recycling and composting bins are well-marked and visible


Consider a social enterprise catering service that can meet your needs while providing work for those


with employment barriers


Arrange for leftovers to be donated to local charitable organizations, eaten by hotel staff or composted


Ensure food signage communicates the “sustainability” features of the food (e.g. Fair Trade, local, etc.)


�
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INTRODUCTION


The Co-operators Guide to Sustainable Meetings is designed to assist organizers and hosts of meetings and


conferences who wish to reduce the negative – and enhance the positive – environmental and social impacts


of their gatherings. From in-house staff meetings, to annual general meetings and Board meetings, to large


conferences this is a guide to help you plan meetings that reflect your organization’s sustainability values.


There are four sections to this Guide:


Definition and benefits of sustainable meetings


The phases of “green meeting” management


An Appendix containing a toolkit of questionnaires and checklists


A Glossary of sustainability related terms relevant to meeting planners


The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) “Green Meeting Guide 2009” was a key resource in


preparation of this Sustainable Meeting Guide. A second resource was the Vancouver 2010 Olympics’ June


2008 “Sustainable Meetings and Special Events Guidelines”.


How to use this Guide


Acknowledgements and Resources


�


�


�


�


According to the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), more than 80 million


people around the world attend a meeting, conference or trade show every year.


The average meeting produces 20 pounds of garbage per person each day. That


same person at home produces about five pounds of garbage daily.
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A) Definition and benefits of a sustainable meeting


What is a “ ”?


A sustainable meeting, also referred to as a green meeting, is one that incorporates environmental


considerations throughout all stages (from planning to dissolution) and aspects of the meeting (including


location, food services, transportation and the provision of materials) to minimize the negative impact on the


environment.


Every meeting has an environmental impact; each event uses energy and creates waste. Participants often


travel to attend meetings, and planners purchase such items as gifts, food, whiteboards, flip charts, paper


and signage. There are also social impacts of meeting planning that should be considered, including:


accessibility for people with disabilities, safety and security, nutritional and health impacts for participants


and the opportunity to source products from socially responsible and co-operative businesses. Each decision


has a consequence and by holding more sustainable meetings we can reduce our collective environmental


footprint. This guide will focus predominantly on the environmental impacts of meetings, but will also


reference key social impact areas worth considering.


You may want to define your meeting as one that promotes sustainability principles, such as:


Reducing greenhouse gas emissions


Reducing consumption of natural resources (including water and energy)


Reducing, reusing and recycling waste


Protecting biodiversity, water, air and soil


Integrating a sustainability ethic in purchasing of goods and services, venue


arrangements, accommodation, transportation, and catering


Raising awareness of sustainability issues with participants


It is important to remember that sustainable meetings are a process of continuous improvement. The most


sustainable meeting is one held virtually by web or video-conference. All other meetings have impacts, which


you can work to reduce over time.


The continuous improvement process is also a learning process. Often meeting organizers will be challenged


to move out of their comfort zone, to try a new supplier or host a paperless meeting. Some efforts will be


more successful than others and this is to be expected. The key is to learn from your experience and


improve as you go.


And remember, simple things make a difference over time.


�


�


�


�


�


�


sustainable meeting







Why hold more sustainable meetings?


Cost savings:


Enhance your reputation:


Increase staff and participant engagement


Foster innovation


Help achieve your sustainability goals


There are many benefits to greening your meetings, depending on the organization and nature of the event.


Some benefits include:


By using fewer resources (e.g. paper), you can reduce the costs of your meeting.


Your green meeting practices will be a visible demonstration of your


sustainability commitment. By greening your meeting, you can avoid the reputational risks of being out of


step with your participants’ values.


: Sustainable meetings can inspire and motivate staff and


other participants who are often sources of good ideas and process improvements.


: A focus on reducing the negative impacts of your meetings can result in new ways of


doing business for your organization.


: For those with a sustainability policy or strategy, you can further


advance your progress by implementing a sustainable meeting program.


At The Co-operators, we have been focusing on holding more sustainable meetings. It has been our


experience that regardless of the size of the meeting, there is always an opportunity to incorporate more


sustainable practices into the planning of events. Please refer to Appendix I for a case study on how we


made IMPACT! The Co-operators Youth Conference for Sustainability Leadership 2009 a sustainable event.
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Small changes in behaviour can make a difference if large numbers of individual people make them.


Dr. David Suzuki


B) Green Meeting Management


1. Planning your green meeting


There are three basic phases of hosting a “green meeting”:


1) Planning


2) Communicating


3) Evaluating and reporting


These phases are reviewed in detail below.


Do you need to hold your meeting in-person?


The first step in planning your meeting is to determine if you need to hold an in-person meeting at all: could


you host your meeting by conference call or by video conference? There are many low and no-cost online


meeting and information-transfer tools such as file sharing, screen sharing, webinars and video conferencing


available to support your virtual meeting.


File sharing allows a number of people working on data or documents together to share the files within the


network, typically for those with access privileges. Users are able to read, edit, copy or print the shared


material. Screen sharing is the ability to transmit the contents of your computer screen to others, allowing


you to show PowerPoint presentations, images and documents to others while users can see the contents of


your screen in real-time. A webinar, or web conference, is a live meeting, training or a presentation


conducted over the internet, enabled by the users’ ability to log on to the meeting materials. A video


conference allows people at two or more locations to hold a meeting, training or conversation, supported by


simultaneous two-way video and audio transmissions.


Virtual meeting technology solutions can be found online via internet searches.


If you are able to hold your meeting virtually, you will reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with


travel, reduce waste, and reduce the consumption of resources.


Of course, if the only option is a face-to-face meeting, the following next steps will guide you through a


process of reducing your impacts.
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Establish your sustainable meeting goals


Designate a champion or lead person


Develop your “to-do” list


Determine how you plan to assess and measure success


It is important to determine your sustainable meeting goals in advance. Some organizations or business units


may wish to start small and only implement a few initiatives; others may wish to show their sustainability


leadership with a more comprehensive approach or formally adopt a set of green or sustainable meeting


guidelines which become standard practice throughout their organization.


Your goals could include a commitment to reduce the negative and enhance the positive environmental and


social impacts of your meeting. They could, for example, specify priorities to reduce energy use and


greenhouse gas emissions, reduce materials’ consumption, reduce waste and water use, protect the


environment, source environmentally and socially responsible products and services, and raise awareness of


sustainability issues with participants and vendors. Organizations with a sustainability policy or purchasing


program will want to reference these policy frameworks in their green meeting goals. provides


The Co-operators Group of Companies Sustainable Purchasing Policy as an example.


It will be important to ensure someone on the planning team is designated as the lead to identify and follow


up on putting your green commitment into action. This can be the responsibility of the whole planning group,


but either way it is important to think through who leads on which item.


Using the checklists in this Guide, and other ideas generated by your planning team (or participants should


you be in a position to engage them in advance), put your task list together, ideally incorporated into your


master meeting task list.


provides a sample framework for your overall sustainable meeting goals and plans to help you


in the meeting planning phase.


The planning stage is the optimal time to consider how you propose to measure your success. To establish


your measurement framework you will want to review the goals you set for your green meeting to ensure you


are able to measure your success. Key areas to measure include resources consumed (by weight); waste


generation and disposal (the total quantity of waste generated divided by the type of waste and the percent


reused, recycled, composted or landfilled); the total energy consumed; and travel (e.g. overview of the


distance travelled and method used (air, rail, road) by participants). Basic information such as the number of


participants and meeting duration in days should be provided for reference.


One way to measure your success would be to ask participants to rate your green measures in the event


evaluation. Another way might be to measure the greenhouse gas emissions, paper consumed or waste


produced as a result of the event. Some of your meeting goals may be more quantifiable than others; either


way, take a few moments now to determine how you plan to assess your impacts.


Appendix II


The key to planning a sustainable meeting is to set your priorities early in the planning process and


incorporate them into as many facets of the meeting as possible.


Appendix IV
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2. Communicating your green meeting


3. Evaluating and reporting on your green meeting


Once you have established your green meeting goals and commitments, developed your task list and


identified your green meeting lead, you may wish to communicate your green meeting initiative. Your target


audiences could include participants, host venue, vendors and others. Finding the opportunity of


communicating your sustainable meeting commitments signals your intent to others and can foster ideas and


assistance in meeting your goals.


Pre-event communications, for example, could signal your intentions and encourage participant co-operation.


Are there opportunities to provide participants advice on green behaviour in advance of the meeting?


Suggestions could include: only print what you need; bring your own mug, paper and pen to the meeting;


avoid travel in single occupancy vehicles; participate in linen reuse programs at the hotel; and shut off lights,


air conditioners or heaters when leaving your room, etc.


By holding a sustainable meeting you can help raise awareness of sustainability issues and get participants


to do their part. Communications opportunities include the event’s website, agenda or program, press


releases, signage and post-event publications. Think of ways to deliver the green message through your


various points of contact with participants, suppliers and the general public.


Once your meeting is over you will want to document and track what went right and what went wrong. In the


planning phase you will have identified your success metrics, whether GHG emissions, waste, paper, etc.


Once the meeting concludes, you will want to collect the data and evidence of your meeting impacts,


preferably before too much time passes. Exit polls can be useful to ask participants to comment on the


sustainability aspects of the meeting and provide suggestions for your next gathering. Where possible,


incorporate your sustainable meeting questions into your meeting evaluation form. Don’t forget to assess


participant views on the hotel’s green practices.


If available and you have the resources, pull together the sustainability impact information, along with the


participant feedback and conduct a debrief session with the meeting planning team. Ask what worked, what


didn’t and what are some ideas for the future.


Use this information to assess the effectiveness of your efforts, and to communicate your achievements to


others. Possibilities include news bulletins, staff updates, meeting performance reports and other


communication channels. Case studies and inspiring stories can be very motivational for staff and other


stakeholders and help to show your organization is taking its values seriously.


Greening your Board meeting


Organizations that have adopted sustainability or corporate social responsibility commitments may have


Boards of Directors interested in aligning their meeting practices with these commitments. One way to do


this is for Boards of Directors to review their meeting practices for ways to reduce their environmental


impacts. Opportunities to do this include ways to reduce air travel, transportation emissions and paper use.


Food and beverage services provide another opportunity. See the relevant sections of this Guide for further


ideas on ways you can green your Board meeting.
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Did you know the average conference delegate…?


� Produces 61 pounds of solid waste during a three-day conference (the equivalent of two large garbage


bags of trash);


Uses 846 gallons of water (262 gallons/day) versus about 86 gallons/day at home; and


Produces 1,418 pounds of greenhouse gas emissions – about the same as operating a car for one year.


�


�


Source: “Green Meeting Toolkit”, Professional Convention Management Association, Canada East Chapter.


C) Sustainable Meeting Priorities


This section provides an overview of the main areas where you can influence the sustainability impacts of


your meeting or event. A “checklist” you can use to guide your decision-making in many of these areas is


included in the Appendix.


The main areas of impact are:


Venue and accommodation


Logistics


Food and beverage


Transportation


Promotional items and gifts


Participant education and action


�


�


�


�


�


�
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VENUE AND ACCOMMODATIONS


Location


Energy


Waste


Water


Cleaning


Buildings


Management Systems


The size of your meeting will influence venue selection and the nature of your meeting will influence whether


accommodation is required or not. Small meetings will likely not require the use of specialized facilities.


Key venue and accommodation sustainability issues include:


: Venue location should be close to the accommodation and walking distance to amenities and on


good public transit routes. This will help minimize travel and GHG emissions.


: Energy efficient buildings and rooms that maximize use of daylight can reduce your energy use and


GHG emissions. Having control over room temperature and air conditioning can also help you to reduce


energy consumption and GHGs.


: Meetings produce considerable waste. Venues and accommodation with effective waste


management practices in place should be a priority consideration.


: Hotels consume significant amounts of water; water consumption can be a big environmental impact


of your meeting. Hotels which practice water conservation, such as no second-day sheet and towel


exchange and water efficient fixtures, should be given preference.


: Cleaning services can have negative impacts on the environment and human health. Venues and


accommodations with eco-friendly cleaning services should be preferred.


: Increasingly hotels and other facilities are following green building principles for renovations or


new builds. Look for venues that are LEED or BOMA BESt certified, or have other environmental attributes.


: Overall venue and accommodation management is an important consideration. In


addition to the green services your venue and accommodation provider offers for your meeting, you should


consider the degree to which the operators are committed to an ongoing program of continuous


improvement. Look for environmental or sustainability policies, programs and action plans as evidence of


ongoing environmental management. The best indicator of quality environmental management is if the venue


or accommodation facility has received third-party certification of its environmental practices.


____________________________


Adapted from: “Green Meeting Guide 2009”, United Nations Environment Program, p. 23.


The average hotel uses 218 gallons of water each day per occupied room unless it is equipped with low-flow


toilets and water aerators on taps, which can reduce water use by as much as 31 per cent.


Fairmont Hotels and Resorts
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Implementation considerations include:


Making your venue/accommodation/hotel contacts aware of your sustainability-related expectations. Many


hotels now have sustainability managers who can promote their environmentally-friendly programs and


communicate with you during the Request for Proposal (RFP) and planning phases.


Many hotels and venues have sustainability programs in place or are rated for their environmental policies.


For example, The Hotel Association of Canada uses a Green Key Eco-Rating system, which considers five


rating levels covering corporate environmental operations, housekeeping, food and beverage, conference


and meeting facilities, and engineering.


The hotel or venue representative may also be able to link you to local green businesses for help with


other green meeting requirements.


You’ll want to appraise the venue / accommodation site and gauge the staff’s willingness to work to meet


your sustainability goals. You could, for example, request a “back-of-the-house” tour at potential sites to see


their sustainability practices firsthand. While there ask if hotel staff job descriptions include environmental


duties and if employees receive sustainability training.


Sometimes you have limited choice in venue and accommodation selection. If this is the case, by letting the


operator know your preferences and offering to work with them, you may still be able to influence their


practices and reduce the environmental footprint of your meeting.


As you research the venue and accommodation options, you may wish to incorporate your sustainability


preferences into your Request for Proposal (RFP). Alternatively, or in addition, consider using the


questionnaire provided in as a component of your RFP. Make sure you provide prospects with


a copy of your organization’s sustainability policy or your general sustainability aims so they are aware of


your commitments in this area.


Once you have confirmed your vendor, include a clause in the contract with the vendor that states their


commitment to support your sustainability requests and that itemizes explicit sustainability commitments the


vendor has made in advance.


See for a sample checklist of items to include in your vendor contract. It is very similar to


, but tailored to the contracting phase, as distinct from the RFP phase.


�
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�
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LOGISTICS


Paper use


Goods procuremen


Waste management


Energy conservation and greenhouse gas emissions


Meeting logistics, which can include setting up the meeting, ordering supplies, communications, and


registration, can generate substantial environmental impacts.


Key sustainability issues associated with logistics include:


: Work towards the overall goal of “paperless” meetings to reduce paper use and demonstrate


you are walking your talk to participants. This can include pre-and post-meeting communications and


electronic registration. If paper is necessary, use 100% post-consumer waste copy paper and Forest


Stewardship Council certified paper when possible and always print double-sided.


t: Work towards limiting purchases for the meeting. Any goods purchased should


follow sustainable purchasing guidelines.


: Ensure that your waste management practices focus first on reducing waste through


minimizing meeting materials and packaging, reusing items from other meetings, etc. The second priority is


to consider opportunities for reuse through distributing leftover food or other items to community groups,


and recovering and reusing delegate badges, for example. After every effort to reduce and reuse waste has


been taken into account, ensure that the waste collection system allows for multi-material recycling,


including visible bins, effective signage and announcements for participants.


: During the meeting, ensure that lights and


heating/cooling systems are turned off when not needed.


consists of a checklist providing ideas for communications, purchasing, waste management,


energy conservation


Meeting Accessibility


Some meetings, particularly those open to members and the general public, will need to ensure the meeting


is accessible for people with disabilities. A few key points to keep in mind include whether the facility or


meeting location is accessible by public transportation; the availability of designated parking spaces for


people with disabilities; an accessible route to the meeting room including designated walkways and ramps;


hard, non-slip floors; sufficiently wide corridors and clearance in the meeting room for a wheelchair; and


accessible restrooms.


Consider also the accessibility of your public or general meeting to parents with young children. For events


outside of regular office hours, you may wish to arrange for child-care options.


Appendix VI
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Planning an in-house meeting


Best practices


Smaller, in-house meetings can also incorporate sustainable practices. Note, however, that depending on


health concerns at the time of the meeting (e.g. related to H1N1 flu), some of these practices may not


always be advisable.


:


Avoid unnecessary disposable items (e.g. coffee stir sticks or straws);


Use reusable linens, cutlery and dishes;


Avoid pre-packaged foods, for example, provide sliced portions of cheese;


Serve beverages in bulk (jugs of water, large bottles of juice), along with sugar in a bowl and cream/milk


in a pitcher;


Turn off lights when the room is empty;


Ask participants to read documents online ahead of time, making notes of items of interest (instead of


printing the material);


Email presentations and related materials ahead of time;


If you must print materials, print double-sided, do so in greyscale and use recycled paper;


Use laptops and projectors for the agenda or the PowerPoint presentation; and


Use non-toxic reusable markers on white boards for presentations or computerized Smart Boards that


link what is printed directly to a laptop;


Arrange for leftovers to be used by staff, donated to a local charitable group or composted.


�


�


�
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FOOD AND BEVERAGE


Menu


Waste


Community


Most meetings offer participants food and drinks, whether simple snacks or formal dinners. Being selective


when choosing food and beverage products and service providers can help you to reduce waste, provide


healthy, low-impact refreshments, and even contribute positively to the community.


Key catering sustainability issues include:


: The environmental and social impacts of the food and drink we consume can vary considerably


depending on the product, where it was sourced and how it was produced. Consider the opportunity to


include local and seasonal, healthy and nutritious (e.g. fruits, vegetables, grains, and low-sugar, low sodium,


trans-fat-free and unprocessed), sustainable seafood, organic and fair trade products. Vegetarian meals


should be incorporated as well, as meat and dairy products are highly resource intensive. A careful


headcount will reduce preparation of unnecessary meals. Alternatively, have participants sign up for meals


they plan to attend.


: From discarded paper and plastics to packaging and food remains, food and drink consumption can


generate a considerable amount of waste.


: In some locations, community groups and non-profit organizations operate catering services


that hire and train people with employment barriers or that generate revenues to help run their community


services. Look for local opportunities where it might be possible to have your snacks or refreshments


provided by these social enterprises.


provides a checklist of food and beverage items for you to consider.


A five-day event serving 2200 people breaks, breakfasts, lunches and receptions using china instead of


plastic disposables, prevents 1,890 lbs. of plastic from going into a landfill; nearly one tonne.


Source: Meeting Strategies Worldwide
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TRANSPORTATION


Travel to and from the meeting


Transportation during the meeting


Offsetting greenhouse gas emissions


Transportation contributes to the majority of a meeting’s carbon footprint. While video and teleconference is


preferable from an environmental standpoint, it is not always an option. It falls to the organizer to find how to


minimize the meeting’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.


If travel is unavoidable, the planner still has energy-saving options, including holding meetings in cities with


efficient transportation hubs (airports or train stations) and easy-to-use public transit systems; arranging


direct flights when possible; encouraging car-pooling or train travel for those living near the meeting; and


arranging shuttle bus transportation to the hotel for groups arriving at similar times.


The key sustainable meeting transportation issues include:


: Providing information to participants regarding options on getting to and


from the meeting can go a long way to reducing your meeting’s carbon emissions. Clear instructions on


public transport, cycling and walking arrangements from the point of arrival and departure to the venue and


accommodations can be helpful, as can providing shuttle and car-sharing services. If it is not possible to


organize shared transport, perhaps the hotels can arrange for joint pick-up of participants.


: Some meeting schedules allow for or provide local trips within the


region or city for tours or tourism purposes. Providing information on local transit and active transport


(walking, cycling) options to participants can help them make sustainable transportation choices. Providing


bus passes or city maps to participants on arrival can provide the incentive they need to reduce use of taxis


or cars to get about locally.


If the meeting and accommodations are at different venues, organizers will want to ensure that sustainable


transportation modes are available to participants, including fuel-efficient shuttles or vans.


: Unlike other environmental impacts of meetings, organizers have


the opportunity to offset the GHG emissions generated by event-related travel by purchasing carbon offsets.


Carbon offsets are usually purchased through brokers who facilitate the transaction between reductions in


GHG emissions created by one party to balance the initiatives of the other party. The David Suzuki


Foundation has a guide on carbon offsetting, including a survey of 20 Canadian offset providers, found at:


. The


Foundation also provides links to various carbon calculators that can be used to calculate the GHG emissions


of your event:


.


provides a checklist of transportation items for you to consider.


If just one passenger for every flight in the world packed one pound less luggage, the fuel savings would fly a


Boeing 747 around the world 474 times.


Source: Delta-Sky Magazine, “Green Numbers”, March 2007


http://www.davidsuzuki.org/publications/reports/2009/purchasing-carbon-offsets/index.php


http://www.davidsuzuki.org/what-you-can-do/reduce-your-carbon-footprint/go-carbon-


neutral/
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Donation


PROMOTIONAL ITEMS AND GIFTS


Minimizing consumption


Local sourcing


Ethical production practices


Community and environmental benefits


Promotional items and gifts – swag – provide high profile opportunities to communicate your sustainability


commitments. Your efforts to green your meeting could be greatly undermined by not carrying forward your


social and environmental responsibility into your give-aways.


Key sustainability issues to consider include:


: You may wish to consider whether the purchase is really necessary, or whether


the gift could be a donation to a community group or replaced with a service instead of a product that


generates waste. Giveaways which are edible, such as maple syrup or a local specialty product, or reusable,


such as a metal drinking bottle are ideal.


: Products sourced locally both communicate the regional attributes of the host city, while


also limiting the distance the product needs to travel to the venue destination. Sourcing locally also helps


support the local economy.


: Products sourced from factories which are not in compliance with


international norms for human rights and labour practices can undermine your social responsibility ethic. You


may want to ensure your gifts satisfy ethical sourcing standards.


The Co-operators Corporate Supplier Code of Conduct, found in , outlines its ethical sourcing


commitments and may be a useful reference.


: It is often possible to procure promotional items which have


visible sustainability attributes; hemp or bamboo clothing, items made by local artisans or produced by


social enterprises or co-operatives and minimally packaged items are some examples.


provides a checklist of things to take into account when looking for sustainable gift ideas.


Sixty-seven per cent of meeting and incentive professionals have taken environmental considerations into


account when planning a conference or incentive program.


Source: Green Lodging News, April 2007
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PARTICIPANT EDUCATION AND ACTION


Reducing paper


Reducing materials


Reducing travel related GHG emissions


Other sustainable behaviours


Achieving your sustainable meeting goals will require active engagement of your participants. Meeting


organizers can set the stage for a sustainable meeting, but you will need to engage and motivate


participants to fulfill its true potential.


Some of the opportunities to engage your participants in taking sustainable action at your meeting include:


: Provide electric outlets for laptops and challenge participants to “go paperless”.


: Think of the materials participants use during meetings and identify alternatives, such


as using refillable travel mugs, banning bottled water, etc.


: Encourage participants to rideshare, cycle, take transit, or to


offset the emissions of their travel. Consider including the cost of offsetting into the registration fee, or


providing links to carbon offsetting services from the meeting website. For participants whose distance


requires they travel by air, consider video-conferencing or other virtual options to air travel.


: Encourage participants to think through other steps they can take to adopt


more sustainable lifestyles. This can include using the onsite recycling bins, shutting off lights, turning down


thermostats and opting not to have daily linen service.


Each of these actions, one by one, will move us toward the sustainable society we envision


Event Safety


To ensure a safe meeting, follow these guidelines:


Prior to your meeting, regularly check for news/events in the area you are visiting that might affect your


stay (e.g. labour unrest/scheduled protests/forest fires).


Discuss fire drill/evacuation procedures, emergency communication and parking restrictions with


participants.


Keep a list of local police, fire, emergency and medical staff contact information.


If something goes wrong, stay calm and take charge. Ensure that your attendees have up-to-date


information.


Ensure that meeting rooms and any other rooms associated with the event are locked at night.


�


�


�
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APPENDIX I – CASE STUDY


Youth Conference for Sustainability Leadership


Background


Sustainability Aspects


“IMPACT! The Co-operators Youth Conference for Sustainability Leadership” took place in Guelph in


September 2009, bringing together 180 university and college students from across Canada to learn about


and discuss sustainability concepts pertaining to eight business sectors. The conference was a huge


success according to the participants, speakers, workshop leaders, the business sector, academia, and


charitable and non-government organizations that worked together to organize it.


From a sustainability standpoint, IMPACT! provided landmarks in making large meetings sustainable.


Sustainable concepts already are applied to many Co-operators meetings, however, as a sustainability-


related conference, IMPACT! enabled planners to work with new suppliers and reach new levels of


sustainability.


These new suppliers included:


Me to We Style for shirts and scarves made from 100 % organic cotton


Biotech Badge System for biodegradable badge holders


Universal Links for the Canadian-made notebooks, made with 100% recycled content


Other sustainable initiatives helped to make everything from meals to transportation as green as possible.


Stainless steel water bottles and water stations were provided. The majority of meals were vegetarian (a


more sustainable choice than meat) and each included a choice of fair trade coffee and organic co-op food


when possible. In addition, the University of Guelph’s Hospitality department used local produce and foods in


developing the menus.


During the conference and its meetings:


White boards replaced flipcharts


Web-based communications greatly reduced printed materials


A small booklet that fit into the nametag contained all necessary information for participants


All printed material was on 100 per cent recycled, wind-powered, Forestry Stewardship Council stock


(and was recycled following the event);


Badge holders could be reused


The shipping of materials was minimized as the event was held at the local university and close to


The Co-operators head office


Travel plans to IMPACT! were arranged as sustainably as possible. Many Ontario and Quebec participants


travelled by rail to avoid unnecessary flights. Arrivals were timed so groups of participants could be shuttled


together to Guelph from Toronto’s Pearson International Airport and Union Train Station. As a result, only two


buses were required from Union Station to Guelph and only one for the return trip. Finally, biodiesel (fuel


efficient) buses transported the students from their hotel to the downtown River Run Centre for conference


sessions.


All told, the total carbon footprint for the conference was 132 metric tonnes of CO2: Air travel = 114 tonnes,


rail= 5 tonnes, meals = 3 tonnes, hotel rooms and meeting space = 10 tons. To minimize the event’s


ecological footprint, The Co-operators set aside funds to purchase carbon offsets and asked participants to


direct the funds to a Canadian organization that provides solid offset strategies.


As Chad Park, Principal Advisor of The Natural Step Canada and a member of the IMPACT! planning


committee said, “I’ve been telling everyone that I’ve just come back from the most sustainably organized


conference I’ve ever been to!”


�
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APPENDIX V-B


VENUE AND ACCOMMODATIONS


Vendor Contract Requirements


The following are some suggested contract terms to incorporate into your vendor service contract:


The vendor commits to work with our organization to help us achieve the sustainability goals for our


meeting


The vendor will provide a detailed account of our event’s energy consumption and waste generation and


diversion


The vendor will provide access to temperature and air conditioning controls in the meeting rooms


The vendor will set the thermostat to a minimal, but comfortable, temperature to decrease energy


consumption - font


The vendor’s AV equipment will be Energy Star compliant


The vendor will provide non-toxic markers and reusable dry-mark erasable boards


The vendor will provide recycled content paper and pens


The vendor will provide a well-marked multi-materials recycling program with visible instructions


The vendor will not deliver newspapers to guest rooms unless requested; the newspaper will not be


wrapped in plastic bags


The vendor will offer guests a towel reuse service


The vendor will provide reusable banners or place cards that are made from recycled content


The vendor will donate usable leftover food to charitable organizations, wherever possible


The vendor will make available food and beverages that are organic, local, seasonal, fair trade,


vegetarian, sustainable seafood and nutritious


The vendor will use bulk dispensers or reusable containers for beverages, food and condiments


The vendor will use reusable cutlery, dishware and linens


The vendor will provide cloth or compostable napkins


The vendor will provide drinking water from refillable jugs


The vendor will communicate via signage the sustainable features of the food and beverages served


The vendor will provide minimal centrepieces and decorations that can be reused; décor items


incorporate recycled and recyclable materials


The vendor will make available low-emission shuttle services


The vendor will provide local pedestrian, transit and cycling routes from the site


�
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APPENDIX IX


SHOPPING FOR SUSTAINABLE GIFTS


Checklist


Major meetings may include commemorative gifts to participants. Try to find items that are useful,


manufactured of sustainable materials, and have minimal packaging.


The following is a list of things to look for when sourcing gifts that are sustainably made:


The product is made of recyclable and/or re-purposed materials


The product is ethically sourced or fair trade (takes into account social and environmental


responsibility)


The product is certified organic or made of organic material


The product is biodegradable


The purchase of the product supports a worthy cause (a charity, non-profit organization, or


co-operative)


The product can be recycled


The product is locally made or shipped in high density shipping with minimal packaging


The footprint associated with the manufacture and transportation of the product is offset


For clothing etc. where there are size and colour considerations, participants were encouraged to


make selection in advance to reduce excess stock and waste


At The Co-operators, meeting planners also place special emphasis on goods from Canadian


co-operatives.
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APPENDIX III


THE CO-OPERATORS CORPORATE


SUPPLIER CODE OF CONDUCT


Background:


1. The Co-operators Expectations


2. Legal and Ethical Expectations


3. Health and Safety Standards


The Co-operators is committed to conducting its business in accordance with its Sustainability Policy. Our


Supplier Code of Conduct (SCC) defines the minimum standards of social and environmental conduct for


suppliers. The Code applies to all new and existing suppliers. It is a requirement that all companies in The


Co-operators Group adhere to this Code.


The Co-operators Supplier Code of Conduct (SCC) promotes and articulates a framework of consistent


performance standards for our business partners. As an organization that is committed to being a catalyst


for a sustainable society, The Co-operators seeks to maximize positive environmental, social and ethical


impacts through our business. To accomplish this we will actively seek business partners who:


1. share similar and compatible values and a commitment to accountability and compliance with our


standards as outlined in this Code of Conduct


2. seek opportunities for continuous improvement throughout the supply chain


3. strive to maintain the high level of integrity represented by The Co-operators brand.


The Co-operators suppliers and their sub-contractors will comply with:


1. all contract provisions and legal requirements under local, regional and national laws


2. regulations of the countries in which the suppliers and sub-contractors are doing business


3. national and other applicable law of the country of manufacture of products including those related to


labour, worker health and safety, and the environment.


Where the provision of law and the SCC address the same issue, higher standard will apply.


The Co-operators business partners will comply with applicable customs importing laws, and in particular,


will establish and maintain programs and documentation to support country-of-origin production


verification, to prevent illegal transhipping of merchandise.


The Co-operators suppliers and their sub-contractors will:


provide their workers with safe and healthy work environments, which, as a minimum standard, is in


compliance with country and local health, safety and environmental laws and regulations.


take adequate steps to prevent accidents or injuries to health arising out of, associated with, or occurring


in the course of work or as a result of the operation of employer facilities.


identify, evaluate and control worker exposure to chemical, biological and physical agents. When hazards


cannot be adequately controlled by engineering and/or administrative means, workers are to be provided


with the appropriate personal protective equipment.


provide written health and safety guidelines for employees in terms of equipment, training, management


and work practices in the working language of employees.
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4. Environmental Standards


5. Labour Standard


II. Employment Relationship


The supplier shall work to minimize its environmental impact. The suppler will comply with all applicable


environmental laws and regulations and take reasonable measures to prevent damage to the environment.


The Co-operators suppliers and their sub-contractors will ensure that they comply with the following


environmental standards:


Environmental Permits and Reporting:


All required environmental permits (e.g. discharge monitoring) and registrations are to be obtained,


maintained and kept current and their operational and reporting requirements are to be followed.


Pollution Prevention and Resource Reduction:


Waste of all types, including water and energy, are to be reduced or eliminated at the source or by


practices such as modifying production, maintenance and facility processes, materials substitution,


conservation, recycling, and re-using materials.


GHG Emission Reduction:


The supplier should monitor, measure and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.


Hazardous Substances:


Chemicals and other materials posing a hazard if released to the environment are to be identified and


managed to ensure their safe handling, movement, storage, recycling, re-use and disposal.


Wastewater and Solid Waste :


Wastewater and solid waste generated from operations, industrial processes and sanitation facilities


are to be monitored, controlled and treated as required prior to discharge or disposal.


Packaging:


The supplier should minimize the use of packaging and use materials that utilize post consumer waste


content that can be reused, recycled or recovered by commonly available methods in Canada and will,


at their own expense, where required by The Co-operators, take back any excess or non-compliant


packaging related to the products and services provided. For example, the use of polystyrene should


be avoided as it cannot easily be recycled or reused.


Air Emissions:


Air emissions of volatile organic chemicals, aerosols, PBDEs, corrosives, particulates, ozone depleting


chemicals and combustion by-products generated from operations are to be characterized, monitored,


controlled and treated as required prior to discharge.


Suppliers and sub-contractors will have a written environmental policy, and a plan to identify and minimize the


impact of their activities on the environment.


I. Freely Chosen Employment


The Co-operators suppliers and their sub-contractors will not:


use forced, illegal, or prison labour, including indentured or bonded labour, or any


form of compulsory labour to manufacture our products.


require workers to lodge deposits or their identity papers as a condition of employment, or


financially penalize workers for resigning.


require any foreign contract worker to remain in employment for any period of time against his or her


will and will pay any required agency recruitment commissions.


The Co-operators suppliers and their sub-contractors will notuse labour-only contracting arrangements,


consecutive short term contracts, and/or false apprenticeship schemes to avoid fulfilling its obligations


to personnel under applicable laws pertaining to labour and social security legislation and regulations.
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III.Child Labour Avoidance


IV. Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining


V. Non-Discrimination


VI.Disciplinary Practices


The Co-operators suppliers and their sub-contractors will not:


hire people under the age of 15 (or 14 where the International Labour Organization (ILO) exemption


for developing countries allows), unless local minimum age law stipulates a higher age for work or


mandatory schooling, in which case the higher age would apply, as defined by the International


Labour Organization. Where local laws do not exist or where they set lower standards than the ILO


the ILO standards shall prevail. Where a child worker must be displaced, adult family members


should have the opportunity to assume the child’s position in order to maintain family earnings


expose children or young workers to any situations in – or outside the workplace – that are


hazardous or unsafe to their physical and mental health and development


The Co-operators suppliers and their sub-contractors will:


acknowledge that according to the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, a person is


a child until the age of 18. Suppliers and their sub-contractors will ensure young workers in the age


group 15-17 are employed according to the protective restrictions prescribed by local laws


The Co-operators suppliers and their sub-contractors will:


recognize and respect that workers, without distinction, have the right to form or join trade unions


of their own choosing and to bargain collectively


effectively inform personnel that they are free to join an organization of their choosing and that their


doing so will not result in any negative consequences to them, or retaliation from, the company


allow parallel means for independent, free association and bargaining where the right of freedom of


association and collective bargaining is restricted under law


ensure that worker representatives are not discriminated against and have reasonable access to


carry out their representative functions in the workplace


The Co-operators suppliers and their sub-contractors will:


consider employees for positions on the basis of their qualifications and abilities.


not work with suppliers or sub-contractors who discriminate on the basis of gender, age, race,


nationality or ethnic origin, disability, family responsibilities or parental status, marital status, the


occupation of spouse or partner, medical or irrelevant criminal record, political convictions,


pregnancy or potential pregnancy, religious beliefs or activities, sexual preference or sexuality,


industrial activity or union membership, physical appearance, social origin or carers responsibility.


ensure that pregnant workers are assigned work tasks appropriate for, and not threatening to, their


condition.


The Co-operators suppliers and their sub-contractors will:


treat workers with respect and dignity. No employee shall be subject to any form of physical,


sexual, psychological or verbal harassment or abuse.


ensure workers are free to express their concerns about workplace conditions without fear or


retribution of losing their jobs. Workers should have access to a formal avenue to express concerns


directly to factory management or The Co-operators representatives.
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VII.Wages and Benefits


VIII.Hours of Work/Overtime


6. Employee Communication and Engagement


7. Supplier Code of Conduct Review


8. Implementation, Compliance and Continuous Improvement


The Co-operators suppliers and their sub-contractors:


will meet national and legal requirements, whichever is higher, for wages and benefits within the


country of manufacture, irrespective of special status.


will provide all legally mandated benefits.


meet industry standard benchmarks for prevailing wages and benefits where such benchmarks are


readily available.


recognize that wages are essential to meeting employees’ essential needs and will make every effort


to ensure that workers receive wages that meet essential needs by local standards.


will pay workers directly and provide workers with clear, written accounting of hours worked,


deductions, and regular and overtime wages in a language they can understand.


ensure that deductions from wages not provided for by the laws of the countries where goods are


mad are not permitted without the express permission of the employee.


The Co-operators suppliers and their sub-contractors will:


ensure regular working hours do not exceed 48 hours per week, and that the combination of regular


hours and required overtime hours do not exceed 60hours per week except in exceptional


unforeseen circumstances.


ensure that employees are not required to work more than the regular and overtime hours allowed


by the law of the manufacturing country. In any event the normal work week, not including overtime,


shall not exceed 48 hours. All overtime work shall be voluntary, shall not exceed 12 hours per week,


nor be requested on a regular basis.


ensure that when overtimes is needed, workers are compensated either according to the law, or


where the law is silent, at a premium rate.


ensure workers are provided at least one day off during every 7 day period.


This Supplier Code of Conduct shall be communicated to all employees and posted in the working


language of the employees in an area accessible to all employees.


The Sustainability and Corporate Citizenship Department will be responsible for annually reviewing


The Co-operators Supplier Code of Conduct, including assessing new items that may warrant inclusion


under the umbrella of this Code. Findings will be communicated to the Sustainability Steering Committee,


The Co-operators Management Group and the Board of Directors Sustainability Committee. The


Sustainability and Corporate Citizenship Department will work in collaboration with Facilities Management


to identify and recommend revisions to the Supplier Code of Conduct.


The Co-operators will implement this Code incrementally over time as it works towards full


implementation, starting with our strategic suppliers and migrating across the total supply chain.


The Co-operators is committed to a process of continuous improvement and ongoing upgrading of this


Code. We expect all our suppliers to respect this SCC and to actively do their utmost to achieve our


standards. We believe in co-operation and are willing to work with suppliers to improve performance


where necessary.
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We may require that suppliers provide details on factory and production facility locations of suppliers and


subcontractors and may make this information publicly available.


We reserve the right to ask for proof of compliance with all applicable labour, health, safety and


environmental laws, and may inspect working conditions, at any time (or request independent verification


of compliance). Suppliers must maintain current and sufficiently detailed records to substantiate their


compliance with the SCC and The Co-operators may ask that they are independently verified at the


suppliers’ expense.


The Co-operators may discontinue business with suppliers who are not responsive to requests to address


concerns around workplace practices.


The Manager of Sustainability and Corporate Citizenship will be responsible for overseeing the


implementation and reviews of the Code. The Corporate Sustainable Purchasing Committee is


responsible for the development and implementation of the Supplier Code of Conduct, including policy


development, implementation plans, consultation, communication and training plans, target setting and


annual reviews. The Committee recommends policies and targets to the Sustainability Steering


Committee for approval by The Co-operators Management Group, and the Board of Directors, as


required.


Department staff, including buyers and staff with discretionary spending authority, will be expected to


implement this Code with The Co-operators suppliers.


Suppliers and sub-contractors are expected to abide by this Code and to implement corrective action


plans when in non-compliance.


9. Governance and Accountability
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Environmental / Social Objectives


Reduce…


Reuse...


Recycle…


Promote…


How will we accomplish this?


We will do this by:


1)


2)


3)


1)


2)


3)


1)


2)


3)


1)


2)


3)
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